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9 Claims. 

The invention relates to a process for orna 
menting surfaces with a relief pattern. 
A known process for embellishing wainscoting‘ 

and walls of living rooms, corridors and the like, 
consists in applying to the 'wainscoting or walls 
in question, by means of a priming knife or ‘a 
brush, a paste or a viscous paint on which a re 
lief design is then worked by means of a brush 
or any other suitable tool. 

After this design has been applied, the paste 
layer is allowed to dry; in many cases the pro 
truding edges are ?attened by smoothing or the 
like. Then the desired colour, eifect is obtained 
by applying paint by means of a brush or by 
glazing (the application of a thin layer of paint 
over the whole surface and the scraping o? of 
the paint from the protruding parts) or by paint 
ing and glazing, whereupon the work is ?nished 
by applying a coating of flat, semi-glossy or glossy, 
‘varnish. ' ‘ 

Another process is known according to which 
there is ?rst of all applied to the surface to be 
ornamented a paste consisting of red lead or a 
white pigment and a binding agent, on which 
a relief design is then worked. 

After the paste has become thoroughly hard, 
the projecting parts are filed off or ground oif, 
whereupon the surface can be painted, for in 
stance with coatings of different colours, .the 
upper one being again removed from the ground 
off relief, whereby'a decorative eifect is obtained. 
According to another process, a paste is like 

wise made from a pigment and a binding agent, 
which is applied to the surface to be ornamented 
in a layer of 1-2 mm. thickness; in‘ this paste 
layer a relief is Worked, the protruding parts are 
?attened down with emery‘ paper, and a decora 
tive effect is obtained by glazing. 

' The ?rst practically applied process described 
above involves a‘ number of disadvantages, for 
instance a large number of operations is neces 
sary in order to produce the ?nal result desired, 
and the relief requires a great difference in 
height if it is desired to obtain an effect of any 
importance. Consequently, dust and dirt can 
accumulate in the indentations, the cleaning is 
rendered extremely difficult, and when eventu 
ally alterations are made the relief painting must 
be removed by scraping, burning or in some other 
manner, because the large indentations in the 
work cannot be ?lled up in the usual manner, for 
instance with a trowel. 
According to the present invention, these dis 

advantages are overcome in that ?rst of all a 
sumciently thick white or coloured coating cop 

(Cl. 41-24) 

sisting of pigment with a binding agent capable 
of being polished and rolled is applied by means 
of a brush, a spraying device, or any other suit 
able means, next a light relief is produced in this 
layer by means of a roller or by other means, 
which relief may, if desired, .be so deep that in 
places the underground is visible, and after the 
mass has been left for a certain time to dry, the 
protruding parts ‘of the relief are smoothed, I 
whereby they assume a lustre. 

- In the accompanying drawing forming part 
hereof, ‘ 

Figure 1 'is a section of a wall or any object 
having the surface thereof covered with an in 
itial ?at coating according to the invention. 
Figure 2 is a similar section showing the relief 

effect resulting ‘from the passage of a roller or 
other tool over the coating.‘ ' 
Figure 3 shows in similar section, as taken on 

line III-III, for example of Figure 4, the appear 
ance of the coating of Figure 2 after the protrud 
ing parts of the'relief have been burnished to a , 
polished condition. 

Figure 4 is a plan view of the decorated sur 
face member shown in section in Figure 3. 
Throughout the views, the same indicia refer 

to the same or corresponding parts. 
In the practice of my invention, a support a 

such as a wall, ceiling or other object has a coat 
ing b applied thereto which is of course flat as 
indicated in Figure 1 and tends to dry with a 
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matt surface. vWhen applied, a relief roller or ' 
other tool is rolled or pressed on the coating so 
as to produce the relief coating 2)’ of Figure 2. 
Subsequently, the coating is burnished to polish 
and generally level the high spots or pro 
truding portions as indicated in coating b” at 

' c, c in Figures 3 and 4, leaving the lower parts 
d, d untouched-by the burnishing tool. 

If desired, the process may be combined with 
glazing or with other methods of operation. It 
is also possible to apply coatings of different 
colours together or one over the other, whereby 
a large variety of decorative eifects can be ob 
tained. But even if the coating consists only 
of a single colour, a very decorative effect is ob 
tained by the difference between the lower parts 
of the relief which have remained matt and the 
higher parts which have assumed a lustre. 
The success of the process is due to various re 

quirements demanded of the binding agent, which 
are mainly expressed in the idea "polishable”. A 
polishable binding agent is so constitutmi that, 
when mixed in correct proportion with white 
?nd/0r coloured pigments, it has the property of _ 
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imparting lustre to matt paints when the almost 
dry surface is polished. Secondly, the binding 
agent should be “rollable”, i. e. it must be possi 
ble to produce in the binding agent, by rolling, 
the desired relief design, when the said binding 
agent is mixed in the proper proportion with 
white and/or coloured pigments, A binding 
agent which ful?ls these requirements can be 
made from about three parts by weight of wood . 
oil, about two‘ parts by weight of linseed oil, about 
one part by weight of resin, arti?cial resin or 
copal and the necessary quantity of drying agent 
and diluent. This binding agent can be mixed 
with any of the ordinary pigments. Any colour 
such as even pure white and black can be ob 
tained with it. 
The paint used for decorating a surface has 

a thick consistency and is applied in a moder 
ately thick coating by means of‘a brush, or a 
spraying device, for which latter purpose the‘ 
material may be diluted with benzine or other 
volatile diluent.‘ Immediately after the coating 
has been applied a relief design is worked there 
in by means of a roller or other tool. _ ‘The tex 
ture shows no tendency whatever to become less 
effective by running and dries in a short time 
with a matt surface. The relief is shallow so that 
no dust can accumulate therein. Shortly after 

‘ the relief has been produced it is rubbed over 
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with a smooth object. for ‘instance a polishing 
steel whereby a lasting lustre is imparted to the 
vhigher parts showing an attractive contrast 
against the lower parts which are matt. One 
may also ?rst of all apply a coating of a certain 
colour, then one or more coatings of other colours, 
and ?nally design the relief so that the lower 
coatings are visible at certain places. As soon as 
the coating in which the relief was worked is 
su?iciently dry it is polished with a polishing 
steel whereby the higher parts receive a lustre. 
If the relief is formed of one colour only, the 
contrast is based'on the difference between the 
lustrous and matt parts, whereas, when the re 
liefc exhibits more than one colour there is also 
.the effect of the various colours. 

In contrast to the known process of ornamen 
tation described above, the process according to 
the present invention offers the following ad 
vantages:— 
The number of the operations is reduced to two 

main operations and one secondary operation 
‘which can’ easily ‘be performed by unskilled la 
our. , 

By the contrast between lustrous and matt 
surfaces the effect of a very deep relief is ob 
tained, whereas in actual fact the difference in 
depth is extremely slight, and cleaning can 
easily be carried out. 
Nothing need be removed on the subsequent 

application of another ornamentation. The shal 
low depths can easily be ?lled up in a single 
operation with a trowel-applied mass, and fur 
ther work can be carried out on the surface in 
the usual manner. I 

Example 
Parts by 

_ , ' weight 

Wood 011 ______ __, _____________________ __ 2000 

Re?ned linseed oil _____________________ __ 1400 

Resin, arti?cial resin or hard copal, of which 
so much more should be taken as corre- - 
sponds to the loss which ocurs in the 
melting____| ______________________ .._~.._. 699, . 

1,991,996 
are heated together until the mixture has a re 
fractive ‘index of approximately 1.5100, and then 
the mixture is diluted in the usual manner 
with:-- . 

2000 parts by weight of a suitable diluent,‘for 
instance turpentine, tetraline or a benzine of‘ 
high boiling point or a mixture of these diluents, 
whereupon 

Parts by 
» weight 

Drying agent are added-.- _______________ __ 218 
The binding agent thus obtained___- ______ __ 100 

are mixed with: 
50-900 parts by weight of dry pigment, ac 

cording to the oil absorbing capacity of the pig 
ments used. If necessary, a small quantity of 
diluent may still be added. 
With a little practice the correct proportion 

can easily be determined for each pigment or 
combination of pigments. 
What I claimis: -— 
1. A process for ornamenting the surfaces of 

walls, ceilings and various objects, which in a 
combined group of steps, consists in applying to 
the surface to be ornamented, a coating of a 
plastic material in the form of a paste having good 
adhesive and cohesive qualities and capable both 
of being worked and of drying hard, and in 
addition, on hardening, also capable of receiv 
ing a polish of high lustre, then making a light 
relief in said coating by partly displacing por 
tions of the same, thereafter allowing the coat 
ing to dry partly, and subsequently smoothing 
and polishing the higher parts or crests of the 
relief by ?attening said crests in partly dry con 
dition by means of a polishing tool while avoid 
ing removal and loss of any of the ‘material of 
the coating and also avoiding any ?lling of the‘ 
spaces between the crests of said relief. 
2. A process for ornamenting the surfaces of 

walls, ceilings and various objects, which in a 
combined group of steps, consists in applying to 
the surface to be ornamented, a coating of a plas 
tic material in theform of a paste having good 
adhesive and cohesive qualities and capable both 
of being worked smoothly while in a workable 
condition and of drying hard, and in addition, 
on hardening, also capable of receiving a. polish 
of high lustre, then making a light relief in said 
coating by partly displacing portions of the same, 
thereafter allowing the coating to dry partly, 
and subsequently smoothing the higher parts or' 
crests of the relief in partly dry condition and 
thereby bringing them to a common level by 
means of a smoothing tool while avoiding removal 
and loss of any of the material of the coating 
and also avoiding any ?lling of the spaces between 

' the crests of said relief. 
3. A process for ornamenting the surfaces of 

walls, ceilings and various objects, which in a 
combined group of steps, consists in applying to 
the surface to be ornamented, a coating of a plas 
tic material in the form of a paste comprising a 
pigment and a binding agent composed of a dry 
ing oil and‘ resinous material, said paste having 
good adhesive and cohesive qualities and capable 
both of being workedv smoothly while in a work 
able condition and of drying hard, and in addi- ' 
tion, on hardening, also capable of receiving a 
polish of high lustre, then making a light relief 
in said coating by partly displacing portions of 
the same, thereafter allowing the coating to dry 
partly, and subsequently smoothing and polish 
ing the higher‘ parts or crests of the relief ‘by 
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?attening said crests in partly-dry condition ‘by 
means of a polishing‘ tool while avoiding "re 
moval and loss of any of the material of the 
coating and also avoiding any ?lling of the 
spaces between the crests of said relief. 

4. A process for ornamenting the surfaces of 
walls, ceilingsand various objects, which in a. 
combined group of steps, consists in applying to 
the surface to be ornamented, a coating of a plas 
tic material in the form of a paste comprising a 
pigment and‘ a binder composed of resinous ma 
terial and wood oil and linseed oil, said paste 
having good adhesive and cohesive qualities and 
capable both of being worked smoothly while in 
a workable condition and of drying hard, and 
in addition; on .hardening, also capable of re 
ceiving a polish of high lustre, then making, a 

’ light relief in said coating by‘v partly displacing 
portions of the same, thereafter‘ allowing the 
coating to dry partly, and subsequently smooth 
ing and polishing the higher parts or crests of 
the relief by ?attening said crestslin partly ,dry 
condition by means of a polishing tool while 
avoiding removal and loss of any of the mate 
rial of the coating and alsoavoiding any-?lling 
of the spaces-between the crests of :said relief. 

5. A process for omamenting the :surfaces‘ of 
‘walls, ceilings and various objects, ‘which :‘in :a 
combined group of steps, consists in applying to 
.the surface to be ornamented, a coating "of ‘a 
plastic material in the jformofzaspa'steicomposed 
of a'pigment and aibinding agent {containing rap-v 
proximately 3 partsébyweight of wood 2011,22,}381’13 
of linseed oil, one part :of vresinous material, '=.to-' 
gether with a dryingiagent and one or imore {dil 
uents, which paste thas good adhesive and ‘:co 
hesive qualities ‘and iis capable ‘both -'of 'E'being 
worked smoothly ‘while vin :a ‘workable LCOHdltiOll 
and of drying harm-andiinradditionsonéharden 
ing, also capable of receiving aipolish {of ihig'h 

- lustre, then pressing :alilig‘ht'lrelief .iimaidscoating 
by partly displacing rportions I of Lthe :same, there 
after allowing the-coating'tordry;partly,;and:sub 
sequently smoothing :and polishing ‘the higher 
parts or crests of ‘the relief by ?attening said 

> crests in partly dry condition .by means pf ~a 
- polishing tool whileravoiding removal and lossof 
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any of the material of ‘the coating and also 
avoiding any ?llingof the spaces ‘:between the 
crests of said relief. , , - ' \ 

6. A process for omamenting the surfaces :of 
walls, ceilings and various objects, which in a 
combined group of steps, consists in applying to 
the surface to be ornamented, a ‘coating :of a 
plastic material ‘in ftheiform of arpaste composed 
of a pigment and a binding agent containing 
approximately 3 parts by weight of wood oil, 2 , 
parts of linseed oil, one part of resinous mate 
rial, together with :-a drying agent and .one. or 
'more diluents,>which paste has good adhesive 
and cohesive qualities ‘and is capable both :of ‘be, 
ing worked smoothly while in a workable condi 
tion and of drying hard, .and'in addition, :on 
hardening, also capable of receiving a polish of 
high lustre, then rolling a “light relief in ,said 
coating ,by'partly-displacing portions of the-same, 
thereafter allowing the ‘coating to dry partly, andv 
subsequently smoothing andgpolishing the high 
er partsor crests (of the relief by ?attening said 
crests ‘in ‘partly dry {condition :by means @of apol 
ishing ‘tool while avoiding removal and loss of 
any of .thematerialtof the coatingandalso :avo‘id 

“ ing any-?lling of the ‘spaces ‘between ‘the crests 
of said relief. ' ' -- ' 

. 3' 

7. YA. process for ornamenting the surfaces of 
walls, ceilings and various objects, which ‘in a 
‘combined group of steps, "consists in applying to 
the surface to be iomamented, a coating of a 
plastic material in the found a paste composed 
of a pigment and a bindingagent containing ap-' 
proximately 10 parts by weight of wood oil, 7 
parts of linseed oil, 3 parts'of resinous material, 
1 part of a drying agent and 10 parts of‘ a diluent, 
which paste has good adhesive and cohesive 
qualities and is capable both of being worked 
smoothly while in a workable condition and-of 
drying hard, and in addition, on. hardening, also 
capable of receiving a polish<of high lustre, then 
rolling a light relief in said coating by partly dis 
placing portions of the same,;thereafter allowing 
the coating to dry partly, and subsequently 
smoothing and polishing the higher parts or 
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crests of the relief by ?attening said crests in ' 
partly dry condition by means 10f a polishing tool 20 
while avoiding removal and loss of any of the _ 
material of the coating and also avoiding any 
?lling of the spaces between the crests of said 
."relief. ' ‘ I 

18. A process for ornamenting the surfaces of 
walls, ceilings and various objects, which in a 
=combined group of steps, consists in applying to 
‘.the surface to be .ornamented,a coating :of plas 
,tic material in the .l-‘form of -a paste composed of 
fifty to nine lhundredyarts by weight vof -.a ‘pig 
~ment together with ‘a binding :agent ‘containing 
‘{Eb0l1't53:3% ='of‘wood.oil, 22% of i-linseedmil, 110% 
of resinous :material 23% to {4% (of .drying Zagent 
:and132 % ‘to .31 % _of,;.diluent,='.which ,paste :has ‘good 
‘adhesive and cohesive qualities “and is capable 
.:'both \of ‘being ‘worked :smoothly while .iin :a work 
:able <condition and ,of ?'hard, "and in :addi 
xtion, mnkhardening, ra'lso capable of ireceiving a 
{polish {of ‘high ilustre, uthen "rolling a Flight .relief 
‘in said =:coating lby partly displacing 'portions of 
the same, thereafter-allowing ‘:the coating todry 
partly, :and subsequently ‘smoothing .and polish 
ing the L-highergparts :or crests ‘of the :relief by 
:?atteiiing said *iCI'GStS Lin partly dry condition ‘by 
means of a ,polishing tool‘. ‘while avoiding :re 
:moval:andloss:of any of the material of the coat 
Sing and also avoiding any ?lling of the spaces 
between ,theicrests .of said relief. v 

:9. /A ‘process for omamenting the surfaces of 
walls, ceilings and various objects, which in a 
combined group v‘of :steps, consists in :applying to 
the :surface to be ornamented, a basic back 
ground and: upon the same a layer of a plastic 
material "in the form of a paste comprising ‘a pig 
ment ;and1'a binding agent composed of wood oil, 
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linseed oil, a resinous material, a drying agent Y 
and a diluent, which'paste has good adhesive and 
cohesive qualities and is capable both- of being 
worked ‘smoothly while in a workable condition ' 
:andiofvdryiing hard, and in addition, on harden 
ing, also .capable of receiving a polish of high 
‘lustre, then making ‘a'relief in said layer to such 
.depthas to expose portions 'of‘the background in 
various places by partly displacing portions of 
the layer, ‘thereafter allowing the layer to dry 
partly, and subsequently smoothing and polish 
ing the higher parts or crests of the relief by‘ 
?attening said crests in partly dry condition by 
‘means of a polishing tool while avoiding removal 
and loss-of any of ‘the material of the paste layer 
and also :avoiding any7 ?lling of the spaces be 
tween the crests of said relief; . 
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